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Image As Multi-Dimensional Data Structure



What is an image? 

In computing, an image is a data structure
• a two-dimensional array of pixel values positioned in a grid 

of horizontal and vertical pixels



Consisting of pixels, each of

Red, green, blue, horizontal loc, vertical loc, alpha channel



The red, green, blue layers 

Red, green, blue, horizontal loc, vertical loc, alpha channel
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Digital Image Processing Basics



• Light captured by sensors in the camera is converted into 
digital form through sampling and quantization

The Digital image as Signal



• Pixel Horizontal location
• Pixel Vertical location
• Pixel Red color value
• Pixel Green color value
• Pixel Blue color value
• Pixel Alpha (transparency) value
• The whole image has a BitDepth resolution (2bit, 16bit, etc.)

Digital image made up of pixels  is a multi-dimensional data structure



• Pixel Horizontal location: 2560
• Pixel Vertical location: 1920
• Each pixel has R,G,B values between 0 to 255
• Total bytes: 1,678,364 (1.7MB)

The pixel is a discreet sample, Alvy Ray Smith (Pixar co-founder)



Sampling rates: pixels per inch: 25%, 10%, 5%, 2%, 1%



• If an image is 640 x 480 pixels, then the max variation of an 
image at this scale is 640 * 480 * 640 * 480 * 640 * 480 =

• or 307200 * 307200 * 307200 = 
• or 2.8991E + 16

Finite Variations: 



• Pixel Horizontal location: 2560
• Pixel Vertical location: 1920
• Each pixel has R,G,B values between 0 to 255
• Total bytes: 1,678,364 (1.7MB)

Digital image made up of pixels  is a multi-dimensional data structure



• Steganography is the concealment of information within computer files
• When images are compressed, for instance if adjoining pixels have the 

same colors, this can be stored in shorthand as “3 x 245,23,67”, instead 
of  “245,23,67”, “245,23,67”, “245,23,67” saving space

• Free space can be used to store other data which is then hidden

Steganography: Compression allows for hiding data inside an image



EXIF Data (Digital cameras embed into the image how it was created)



Sampling at different resolutions – DPI resolution (Dots per inch)

1.6 MB (100 dpi) 950 KB (10 dpi)



Two examples of different resolutions:  grey scale (left), 2 bit dither (right)

1.2 MB 338 KB



Sharpen Maximum Saturation

1.6 MB 4.9 MB

[1,1,1] 
[1,9,1] 
[1,1,1]



Blur (remove information) Blur + Noise (add information)

326 KB 4.6 MB

[1,1,1] 
[1,1,1] 
[1,1,1]



Blur + Equalize) Blur + Noise + Equalize (results in banding)

328 KB 700 KB (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colour_banding)



Horizontal Edge Detection Vertical Edge Detection 

2.3 MB 4.4 MB

[-1,9,-1] 
[-1,9,-1] 
[-1,9,-1]

[-1,-1,-1] 
[ 9, 9, 9] 
[-1,-1,-1]



Combining variations of 2D convolutions = Convolutional Neural Network



Brig on the Water, Gustave Le Gray (1856) – two negatives exposed

https://artmuseum.princeton.edu/collections/objects/15941



Ansel Adams Zone System developed in collaboration with Fred Archer

https://www.michaelhoppengallery.com/artists/200-robert-capa/overview/#/artworks/11291



High-Dynamic Range: Emulating the Human Vision System

http://pristinekk.blogspot.com/2016/02/hdr-high-dynamic-range-hdr-photo-is.html



“jpeg ny02”, Thomas Ruff (2004)

https://www.davidzwirner.com/artists/thomas-ruff/survey#/jpeg-ny02--artwork-77CD3288-624F-46D1-8082-6DF161AEBBE0/Artwork



Lossy JPEG Compression

§ In information technology, lossy compression or irreversible 
compression is the class of data encoding methods that uses 
inexact approximations and partial data discarding to represent the 
content. These techniques are used to reduce data size for storing, 
handling, and transmitting content. 

§ This is opposed to lossless data compression (reversible data 
compression) which does not degrade the data. The amount of data 
reduction possible using lossy compression is much higher than 
through lossless techniques. 

§ Lossy compression is most commonly used to 
compress multimedia data (audio, video, and images), especially in 
applications such as streaming media and internet telephony. By 
contrast, lossless compression is typically required for text and data 
files, such as bank records and text articles.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lossless_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound_recording_and_reproduction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Streaming_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VOIP


To be continued…


